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The strap is designed
to loop around the tire
by feeding the loose
end of the strap through the ring and
"lassoing" the tire. Feed the loose end
of the strap into your 2" ratchet buckle to
secure the vehicle to your wheel lift. The
strap is 2" wide x 100" long.
0304536

Wt. 1 lb.

FLAT HOOK STRAP
FINGER STRAP
Measuring 2" wide x 80" long, this strap
has a finger hook attached to one end
for securing it to your wheel lift. The
loose end is fed into a 2" ratchet to
secure your load.

Flat hook straps are designed for use
on AATAC brand and similar style wheel
lifts. The 2" wide x 100" strap can be
attached to the wheel lift retainer arm,
while the loose end slides into a 2"
ratchet buckle.

174026014

174026001

Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. 1 lb.

DELTA RING STRAP
For attachment to the wheel grid of
Chevron brand and similar equipment,
a delta ring strap is used. The strap is
2" wide x 80" long with a loose end to
accommodate a 2" ratchet buckle for
securing the vehicle.

BASKET STRAP

174026004

174026011

Wt. 1 lb.

The most common basket style straps available utilizes 2" wide material, has 3
sewn-in crossover straps, and 2 black vinyl-coated hooks, one at each end for
attachment to a L-Bar. The loose end is free to feed into a 2" ratchet buckle. Aside
from wheel lifts, the strap may be used on many brands of car tow dollies.
Wt. 3 lb.

WIDE HANDLE RATCHET
RATCHET BUCKLE
Standard ratchets are perfect for cinching all of the straps
listed above. Its sturdy and compact design allows a wide
variety of applications with strap and hook combinations.
Operates best with 2" web for any situation.

For more leverage when additional clearance is available, the
wide handle ratchet will suit your needs. Similar to the ratchet
buckle, it also has an unlimited amount of applications. The
pin can be removed to fit different hook inserts for a variety of
situations.

0304092

174026027

Wt. 2 lb.

Wt. 3 lb.

RATCHET ATTACHMENTS
These attachments work with both the
standard and wide handle ratchets to
secure it to your towing equipment
BA0603
0800583

Finger Hook
Tab

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

FINGER HOOK

TAB
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STRAPS & RATCHETS

LASSO
STRAP

STRAPS & RATCHETS

POLY-COATED BASKET STRAP
The unique basket strap is designed for
Miller products only. The 1" nylon strap is
coated in poly increasing the durability
and life of the strap, while limiting the
bulkiness. The attached T-Hooks and 30"
of 5/16" chain will accommodate most tire
sizes for a secure fit to the wheel lift.
0902382

Wt. 10 lb.

CROSSOVER STYLE STRAP
These straps are designed specifically
to fit the Eagle brand wheel lift system
with a flat latch hook on one side and a
slip ring to take up slack. The straps are
2" wide x 90" long and slide into a 2"
ratchet buckle.
AWS-1003-A

Wt. 2 lb.

STRAP & RATCHET ASSEMBLY
0301682

FII, FIII Wheel Lift Strap

Wt. 10 lb.
VULCAN CRADLE STRAP

UNDERLIFT TIE DOWNS
Finally a ratchet strap designed to tie down
a vehicle to a medium or heavy duty
underlift. After raising the vehicle, wrap the
loose end of the strap around the axle and
cross bar, then feed it back into the ratchet,
and tighten. Straps are made from the
same nylon material that is used on most
of our strap products. The medium duty
straps are rated at 10,000 lbs. and our
heavy duty straps are rated at 15,000 lbs.
Safety chains must always be used.
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174022022
174022023

10,000 lbs.
15,000 lbs.

Wt. 15 lb.
Wt. 20 lb.

The straps are designed to fit the
Vulcan cradle snatcher series wheel lift.
The straps are 4" wide and are
adjustable for two different lengths.
Sold individually.
174026016

Wt. 5 lb.

FOUR POINT TIE-DOWN SYSTEM

174022021

Wt. 10 lb.

CLUSTER STRAP ASSEMBLY
Cluster assemblies replace your Jhook & chains to help eliminate the
possibility of suspension damage
when securing a vehicle on your
carrier. A cluster hook assembly is
attached to a 90" strap. A standard
ratchet, and 1' of 5/16" chain are also
included.
174022024

Wt. 8 lb.

CAR CARRIER TIE DOWN KIT
This carrier tie down kit comes complete
with 4 sets of straps and ratchets to
secure a vehicle to your carrier bed. A
chain is attached to one end of the strap
that is inserted into a key slot in the
middle section of your bed, the strap
loops over the tire and is fed into a ratchet
that also comes complete with a chain
that is inserted into another key slot at the
end of your carrier. Simply tighten down for
a secure and damage free hook up.

124002643

Wt. 25 lb.

CARRIER TIE-DOWN STRAPS
Finally a tie-down attachment for Miller Industries
aluminum carriers. The kit includes four straps that have
extra large rings sewn into one end, with a 1/2" bolt and
nut in the other to make it possible to tie down a load
over the side of your carrier. Sold in sets of four.
124001342

Wt. 10 lb.
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STRAPS & TIE DOWNS

Designed specifically to secure a
vehicle to your carrier and eliminate
potential damage. Assembly consists of
a two inch ratchet with 1’ of 5/16" chain
that inserts into the carrier beds
keyholes or grab hooks. The adjustable
strap will accommodate a wide range of
tire dimensions and can be installed
standing beside the carrier. Four
assemblies must be purchased to
complete the set. (Sold individually)

STRAPS & TIE DOWNS

RATCHET ASSEMBLY
Ratchet strap assemblies are the perfect item for securing
loose loads, strapping down a hood, or doors that are open
on a damaged vehicle. They come complete with your choice
of hooks attached to one end of the 2" x 27' strap and a wide
handle ratchet for applying extra pressure.
174022029
174022030

2" Flat Hook Strap
Finger Hook Strap

Wt. 10 lb.
Wt. 10 lb.

STEERING WHEEL STRAP

DOUBLE HOOK STRAP

AXLE STRAP

An effective and inexpensive method of
securing the steering wheel. Loop the
strap around the steering wheel and
clamp the other end under the seat or
brake pedal and cinch down on the
strap.

The easiest steering wheel strap to
use. You simply place one of the hooks
around the steering wheel and the other
around the brake pedal or under the
seat. Cinch down on the loose end to
tighten up the strap, simply push the
lever on the cam buckle to release.

Just the right item for those who tow
custom cars and do not want chains to
touch the vehicle’s suspension. You
simply wrap the strap around the axle or
frame and attach your J-hook to the two
D-rings and secure the vehicle.

174022044

174022041

174022037

Wt. 2 lb.

Wt. 2 lb.

Wt. 3 lb.

TIE DOWN

1" RATCHET STRAP

MOTORCYCLE SLING

Versatile 1" cinch straps have many
uses. They have vinyl coated hooks
attached at each end, and an easy to
operate cam buckle for securing the
strap. May also be used in conjunction
with our motorcycle sling straps for
securing to the wheel lift.

Versatile and practical 1" ratchet straps
have many applications. Use as a
ratchet strap for transporting a car in
your dollies or to secure loose sheet
metal on a vehicle. Double vinyl coated
hooks, 1" mini ratchet, and 6' of 1" strap
are included.

Use these slings in conjunction with
your wrecker boom and wheel lift to lift
and transport motorcycles. Put one
strap around the front forks, one strap
around rear frame, attach to winch
cables and lift. Secure the wheels to the
crossbar using our tie down straps.
Sold as a set.

174022051

174022033
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174022049

Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. 2 lb.

Wt. 3 lb.

MINI FORGED J-HOOK

By adding these attachments to your
existing chains you are able to hook to a
vehicles frame, virtually eliminating the
possibility of suspension damage.

Mini J-hooks are designed to simply
insert into a hole in the frame, instead
of the vehicles suspension. The hook
has 4,700 lb. capability.

The best designed assembly for car
carriers yet. It combines an R-hook, Thook, and a mini J-hook, with large
welded links so you can connect a grab
hook or other securing devices to it.

0304019

174024011

174024013

Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. 5 lb.

FORGED J-HOOK
5,400 lb.

5,400 lb.

Specially forged alloy steel designed J-hooks for 5/16"
Grade 70 or 3/8" Grade 43 chain. These are by far the
strongest J-hooks you can buy, the 8" and 15" hooks
are rated at 5,400 lbs. They both have an extra large
diameter eye to make attachment easier and an IBeam design for strength.
174024016
174024018

15"
8"

Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.

STANDARD BENT HOOK
New style J-hooks make replacing worn out and damaged hooks hasslefree. With the new clevis pin attachment designed right into the end of the
hook, you simply pull the pin, to install onto your chain. These hooks are built
using 7/8" high-carbon steel, and have a working capacity of 3,000 lb.
174024019
174024021

15" Clevis
8" Clevis

Clevis

Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.

RATCHET BINDER
Ratchet style load binders are very popular because of
their hassle-free operation. They are heavy duty, rigid,
and have an all steel construction. They come with
short reach hooks for maximum take-up, and also meet
D.O.T. and C.V.S.A. specifications. To add tension,
attach both ends to your chain and rotate the handle to
activate the ratchet. To release, reverse and ratchet until
loosened.
174024005

Wt. 14 lb.

LOAD BINDER
Most common over-center load binder on the market. It will
accommodate 5/16" to 3/8" chain and has 360 degree swivels on
both ends for easier handling. It also has drop forged hooks for
maximum take-up, and a special handle that prevents pinched
fingers. Meets D.O.T. and C.V.S.A. specifications.
174024001

Wt. 9 lb.
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HOOKS & LOAD BINDERS

CLUSTER ASSEMBLIES
T-HOOK

CHAIN ATTACHMENTS

DOUBLE CLEVIS

Same quality as our anchor shackles,
except they utilize a screw pin for
attachment.

Here is another method of attaching
accessories to your existing chain
assemblies or to link two chains
together. The adapter is drop forged,
and comes with two clevis pins, and
two cotter pins.

174023077
174023080
174023083

174023034
174023037
174023040

ANCHOR SHACKLE
Anchor shackles are drop forged and
have an endless amount of uses. This
style uses a clevis pin with cotter pin to
attach it.
174023068
174023071
174023075

3/8"
1/2"
5/8"

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

SCREW SHACKLE

3/8"
1/2"
5/8"

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

5/16"
3/8"
1/2"

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

HAMMER LOCK
This item is fast becoming the item of
choice for chain repair and hook
replacement. It is very simple to use, hook
the chain in one end and attachment in the
other end, insert the spacer in the center,
and hammer in the pin. They are reusable
and match the strength of a factory weld.
174023043
174023047
174023049

5/16"
3/8"
1/2"

Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.

CLEVLOK® HOOK LATCH
This Clevlok® hook latch is found on
many safety chain hooks used on light
and medium duty wrecker bodies. It
utilizes a roll pin for attachment, and is
spring loaded for induced closure. It is
built with high grade material and
designed specifically for the Clevlok
brand hooks.
0304394
174023065
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5/16"
3/8"

Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

COLD SHUT
The most common item used for
repairing links or attaching accessories
to existing chain assemblies. Loop it
through the chain and hammer or
clamp it shut in a vise. The cold shut
may be welded to eliminate the risk of
opening.
174023055
174023052
174023058

3/8"
7/16"
1/2"

Wt. .5 lb.
Wt. .5 lb.
Wt. .5 lb.

GUNNEBO® LATCH HOOKS
The Gunnebo brand is one of the finest safety hooks
available today. They attach using a clevis pin that is held in
place by two roll pins, one at each end. The hook uses a
heavy duty spring safety latch to keep it securely in place.
174023014
174023017
174023020
174023022

1/4" - 5/16"
3/8"
1/2"
5/8"

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.
Wt. 8 lb.

This hook utilizes the same quality as our safety hooks but
takes the word safety one step further. These hooks actually
lock shut when closed by incorporating a latch lock into the
hook so that it will not open until unlatched.
174023025
174023028
174023031

1/4" - 5/16"
3/8"
1/2"

Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.

GRAB HOOKS
Grab hooks are built out of grade 80 material and use a clevis
pin style attachment for increased versatility. Hooks are made
for specific chain dimensions.
174023002
174023005
174023008
174023011

5/16"
3/8"
1/2"
5/8"

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.

WEDGE SOCKET
Wedge sockets are used for in-field
repair of a damaged cable. To install
feed the cable through socket, insert
the wedge and apply pressure to the
cable. The more pressure applied the
tighter the socket gets. Designed for
temporary repair only.
174007064
174007071
174007072

3/8" - 7/16"
1/2" - 5/8"
1/2" - 3/4"

Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 8 lb.
Wt. 11 lb.

WINCH CABLE CLAMPS
A handy temporary clamp used for in-field repair of your winch
cable, by clamping the loose end to the lead end of your cable.
They are made from drop forged steel, not malleable steel
offered by other suppliers. Three clamps are necessary for safe
use.
0302376
174007085
174007089

3/8"
1/2"
5/8"

Wt. .5 lb.
Wt. .5 lb.
Wt. .5 lb.
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HOOKS & CABLE CLAMPS

GUNNEBO® SAFETY HOOKS

BRIDLES
CLUSTER BRIDLE

15" J HOOK CHAIN BRIDLE

8" J HOOK CHAIN BRIDLE

The most useful bridle assembly that
money can buy. Cluster hook
assemblies are attached at each end of
a 24" leg of grade 70 chain and also
includes grab hooks for short chaining.
Assemblies are best to help eliminate
any type of suspension damage.

This chain is equipped with two 24"
legs of 5/16" grade 70 chain with two
15" J-hooks and T-hooks. Two grab
hooks built into the top of each chain
leg making this a very versatile bridle.

Same bridle design as our 15" J Hook
chain bridle with the exception this one
utilizes 8" forged style J-hooks along
with T-hooks attached at each end on
the bridle. The short J-hooks are ideal
for compacts and sports car
applications.

174021017

124001267

Wt. 15 lb.

174021021

15" J HOOK NYLON BRIDLE
Sturdy nylon webbing 24" long with 15" J-hooks make
reaching under the vehicle easy. At 45 degrees, the bridle has
a 4,200 lb. work load capacity. Nylon V-assemblies will
reduce the risk of front end damage.
174021009

Wt. 13 lb.

8" J HOOK NYLON BRIDLE
A design similar to our 15" J Hook bridle with the exception
that it uses 8" forged J-hooks and a pair of T-hooks. The
nylon webbing is 3" wide and each leg is 24" long. Short
hooks are ideal for compact or sports car towing.
174021003

Wt. 13 lb.

NYLON CLUSTER BRIDLE
You get the most versatile V-bridle with the gentleness of
nylon web. One end of each of the 24" straps are attached to
a pear link, 24" long webbing straps with cluster hook
assembles on the other end (mini J-hook, R-hook, T-hook).
Insert in the vehicles frame instead of the vehicles
suspension to reduce the risk of damage. Slots are present
in the front and rear frames of nearly all vehicles.
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174021001

Wt. 15 lb.

Wt. 12 lb.

Wt. 14 lb.

FORGED ASSEMBLIES
Forged chain assemblies are widely used in the industry today.
They utilize 5/16" grade 70 chain with special forged J-hooks,
on the other end there is a grab hook and T-hook mounted with
hot rolled links. The strength of the forged design has no
equal.

8" J-hook
15" J-hook

Wt. 14 lb.
Wt. 15 lb.

8' Chain Assemblies
174025004
174025002

8" J-hook
15" J-hook

Wt. 11 lb.
Wt. 12 lb.

6' Chain Assemblies
174025008
174025006

8" J-hook
15" J-hook

Wt. 9 lb.
Wt. 10 lb.

CHAIN ASSEMBLIES

10' Chain Assemblies
174025005
174025001

CHAIN KIT
This Chain kit contains the most common requirements for
your day to day heavy duty Towing and Recovery operations.
We have tried to offer you a complete package at an
affordable price. See below for a complete list of contents.
Kit Includes:
2 - 5/16" x 10' Grade 70 Chains
2 - 3/8" x 10' Grade 70 Chains
2 - 5/16" x 20' Grade 70 Chains
2 - 3/8" x 20' Grade 70 Chains
2 - 1/2" x 10' Grade 80 Chains
2 - 1/2" x 20' Grade 80 Chains
2 - 5/16" x 3/8" Load Binders
174025093

Wt. 352 lb.

CLEVIS HOOK SAFETY CHAIN
The finest safety chain you can buy. It
has Grade 70 transport chain with
clevis hooks at both ends. The
detachable style hook makes the chain
more versatile making changes in the
field possible.
174025021
174025025
174025029
174025034

5/16" x 10'
3/8" x 10'
5/16" x 20'
3/8" x 20'

Wt. 11 lb.
Wt. 20 lb.
Wt. 20 lb.
Wt. 30 lb.

GRADE 80 SAFETY CHAIN

GRADE 100 SAFETY CHAINS

These chains are designed for the
tower looking for the ultimate in
strength. They are 1/2" grade 80 chains
with Gunnebo Johnson® cradle grab
hooks attached at each end. These
chains are sold individually.

The same chain that you will find bolted
to the back of our heavy duty wreckers.
They are built using 1/2" x 14' grade 100
chain with Gunnebo Johnson® latch
hooks at each end. The complete chain
has been dipped in yellow PVC for high
visibility and rust-resistance.

174025037
174025039

10'
20'

Wt. 45 lb.
Wt. 65 lb.

0303445

Wt. 40 lb.
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SNATCH BLOCKS & SIDE PULLERS

Gunnebo Johnson® offers the best snatch block
for the money. They all come with a bronze bushing
that can be greased with the exception of the 2 ton
block which cannot be greased. They have an easy
to remove screw pin for installation, and secure
safely. We feel that once you’ve had the opportunity
to use one of these superbly designed blocks that
you’ll agree, Gunnebo Johnson® is the only choice.

Part Number

Rating

Sheave Dia

Cable Size

Weight

174017121

2 TON

3"

5/16 - 3/8"

9 lb.

124001016

4 TON

4"

3/8 - 1/2"

17 lb.

124001058

8 TON

6"

5/8 - 3/4"

32 lb.

124001886

12 TON

10"

3/4 - 7/8"

54 lb.

174017136

22 TON

10"

1 - 1 7/8"

128 lb.

SNATCH BLOCK LATCHES

SIDE PULLER JR®

These cast latches fit our Gunnebo
Johnson® snatch block hooks. They
have an easy to attach pin with e-clip
designed for easy maintenance and
replacement. Mounting instructions and
hardware included.
174017126
174017125
174017124
174017127

The Side Puller Jr® is a 10 lb. vehicle alignment tool consisting of a quick connectdisconnect pulley that fits into a socket. It eliminates damage to winch drums, side
rails, and even to the trucks bed.
It will save you time and money by making recovering vehicles in parking lots, curb
sides, or wherever you have to do lot of maneuvering to get a vehicle into proper
position to winch it onto your carrier. It will also make it easier to unload a vehicle
lacking tires or wheels by simply wrapping the winch cable around the pulley then
back up to the vehicle using the winch to pull the vehicle off your carrier.
To install Side Puller Jr® use the retainer plate as a template, position it at the rear of
the bed in the center. Cut the hole and mount it. It’s that simple. This device should not
be used for vehicle recovery, consult your owners manual about vehicle recovery with a
car carrier.
174017001

Wt. 10 lb.

SIDE PULLER 2000®
Side Puller 2000® is similar to the Side Puller Jr.® with the exception that the
mounting socket is mounted flush with the carrier bed surface. It has the same
qualities as the Jr., install the pulley in the socket pull the vehicle up or down the
carrier and you’re done. Supplied with mounting hardware and installation
instructions.
174017003
174017004
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STEEL CARRIER
ALUMINUM CARRIER

Wt. 11 lb.
Wt. 11 lb.

2 ton
4 ton
8 ton
12 ton

WINCH CABLE

STANDARD HOOK (IMPORTED)
0301669
0300219

3/8" X 50'
3/8" X 100'

Wt. 20 lb.
Wt. 32 lb.

ROLLER GUIDE
Roller Guides are designed to help
keep your winch cable tightly wound
onto the drum. They also help prevent
bird nesting of the winch cable by
keeping constant pressure on the
cable. The bottom roller is spring
loaded and can be can be adjusted to
various cable dimensions.
174017143
174017141

7"
11"

Wt. 18 lb.
Wt. 24 lb.

CABLE HOOK LATCH
The exact replacement latch kits found on most cable hooks on the
market. Comes complete with hardware.
0304358
174007102
174007104
174007107

3 ton
4-1/2 ton
7 ton
11 ton

Wt. .5 lb.
Wt. .5 lb.
Wt. .5 lb.
Wt. .5 lb.

SNATCH BLOCKS
These Snatch Blocks were designed to give you years of
dependable service at an affordable price. These blocks can
be greased to make service life longer with the exception of
the 2 ton Snatch Block. They also incorporate an inexpensive
hook latch system for low cost maintenance in the field.
174017202
174017204
174017208
174017215

2 Ton
4 Ton
8 Ton
15 Ton

Wt. 7 lb.
Wt. 15 lb.
Wt. 31 lb.
Wt. 53 lb.

RAMSEY LEVEL WINDER
This level winder, designed specifically for Ramsey winches,
helps to keep your winch cable wound uniformly on your drum by
applying even pressure to the cable as it is being taken in. They
are easy to install and will increase the life of the cable.
124001567
124002074
174007111

11" Drum 8K
11" Drum 10K
9-3/4" Drum

Model 1
Model 4
Model 5

Wt. 12 lb.
Wt. 12 lb.
Wt. 11 lb.
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WINCH ACCESSORIES

We offer replacement winch cables for
all of your wrecker and carrier needs.
Winch lines are configured in a 6 x 19
fiber core center which drops your recoil
rate over steel core center cable to
around 33%. This is a factor that
normally goes unnoticed when
replacing your winch line. We have the
most common sizes in stock, other
sizes and lengths are available. Please
call your distributor.

AUTO LOAD MOTORCYCLE
ATTACHMENT

TOW SLINGS & MOTORCYCLE
ATTACHMENT

With the attachment, your autoload
wrecker can safely transport
motorcycles of various sizes with
spoked wheels. Comes with steel
troughs for front and rear wheels, a pin to
secure troughs, and 6 cam buckle tie-down straps.
Instructions included.
124002335
124002471
124008003
124002625

AUTO LOAD TOW SLING
The auto-load tow sling is similar in design to our
auto-load tow bar but includes a set of rubber tow
straps mounted to the crossbar. Designed to be used
with the Vulcan 807, Century 311, or the Century 312
auto-load units. The sling comes complete with
tailboard mounting brackets and tow chain
assemblies.
144001298

Wt. 140 lb.

AUTO LOAD TOWBAR
Towbar designed specifically for autoloading wreckers with an extendable
recovery boom. Towbar comes
complete with mounting hardware and
tow chains. Towbar disassembles
easily when not in use and can be
stored on the bed with provided brackets.
The towbar is intended for light duty,
instructions included.
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124002293

Wt. 125 lb.

Express
Midnight Express
Vulcan Intruder
Vulcan 807

Wt. 53 lb.
Wt. 52 lb.
Wt. 53 lb.
Wt. 53 lb.

MEDIUM DUTY TOW BAR

The heaviest tow bar available. It incorporates the largest
crossbar with the heaviest slide arms available. The slide
arms are constructed using 3-1/2" x 3/16" wall tubing, and the
crossbar uses 5.63 round tubing for superior strength. The
slide arms utilize cam-locks for securing the length of the arms
which also have grease fittings for keeping them functioning
properly, while the crossbar comes with 7/8" shackles for lifting
and at the ends you will find 5/8" grab hooks attached. Comes
complete with a set of hook up chains. Mounting brackets sold
separately.

Medium tow bars have superior strength and durability.
Incorporating the use of extra large spacer bars, a smooth
faced crossbar and cam locks on the spacer bars for easier
use this might be the best tow bar ever designed. The
crossbar comes with 1/2" grab hooks at the end for extra
heavy duty lifting, and 3/4" shackles for attaching your winch
cable to. The bar is supplied with everything pictured here
including a set of hook up chains. Mounting brackets sold
separately.

124001041

Wt. 261 lb.

124001529

612, 552 & 4812

Wt. 194 lb.

MEDIUM DUTY TOW BAR
This towbar comes complete with mounting hardware and is available in two kits,
one for Vulcan and another for Century. The Century kit is designed to pin into the
tailboard on a Formula I or 6500 body in the existing tow sling brackets. The Vulcan
kit is designed for the 896 and 897 and includes a set of bolt on tailboard brackets.
Both kits come complete with hookup chains and rubber doughnuts on the
crossbar to help eliminate damage.
124002451
394009023

Century FI & 6500
Vulcan 896 & 897

Wt. 191 lb.
Wt. 194 lb.

TOW SLING
Our tow slings are designed for specific applications. We stock separate tow slings for
the Century, Challenger, Vulcan, and Holmes brands. The Century 411& 412 brand sling
has 29-1/4" slide arms, the Challenger brand sling has 32-3/4" arms, the Holmes brand
tow sling has 34-1/2" arms and the Vulcan brand has 28-1/2" arms. All of our slings are
supplied with all necessary hardware and sling chains.
124001583
124001228
124001937
124001936
394009021

Century 411 & 412
Century 602 & 612
Challenger 4700 & 4800
Holmes 4401, 4402 & 552
Vulcan Heavy Duty

Wt. 175 lb.
Wt. 178 lb.
Wt. 175 lb.
Wt. 181 lb.
Wt. 213 lb.

CABLE REINFORCED STRAPS
Cable straps are for the tower who wants the ultimate in
strength and durability. These straps measure 8" x 42" with 3
cables molded into the middle of the straps connecting the
mounting holes, making them the strongest money can buy.
Cable straps have a Miller Industries or Vulcan Equipment in
a raised logo. Sold as pairs.
174017083
394005025

Miller Industries
Vulcan Equipment

Wt. 7 lb.
Wt. 9 lb.

REPLACEMENT SLING STRAPS
These are the most widely used sling straps in
todays towing industry. They are pre-cut and are
punched with four holes, three plies and are 3/8"
thick. Used on most major brands of towing
equipment. Sold individually.
174017079

10" x 45"

Wt. 9 lb.
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TOW BARS & TOW SLINGS

HEAVY DUTY TOW BAR

TRAILER BALLS & HITCH ADAPTERS

PINTLE MOUNT

PINTLE HOOK

COMBINATION HITCH

This adapter is designed to bolt a pintle
hitch or similar attachment to, so it can
be used in a receiver style trailer hitch
without any modifications. It comes predrilled to accommodate multiple
heights.

Rigid drop forged alloy pintle hooks
have a 6,000 lb. vertical rating and a
30,000 lb. maximum gross trailer load
limit. They also come with a safety pin
attached to the pintle hook to prevent
loss or misplacement.

174017153

174017156

Forged alloy steel combination hitches
make your trailer towing jobs much
easier. It combines a 16,000 lb. pintle
hitch with a 16,000 lb. trailer ball to be
one of the most universal trailer towing
systems available. They include a
chrome moly 2" trailer ball, and an
attached safety pin for maximum
assurance.

Wt. 13 lb.

Wt. 12 lb.

174017159

Wt. 13 lb.

CONVERT - A - BALL
The best tow ball system ever designed. This heavy duty tow ball kit includes one
shank and three balls, sizes 1-7/8", 2" and 2-5/16". To install, mount the heavy duty
shank on the hitch, slide a ball size over the shank, secure the appropriate size ball
and it’s ready to tow. Comes complete with storage case and instructions.
174017093

Wt. 7 lb.

TRAILER BALL ADAPTERS
Adapters will enable the wheel lift to tow via towball. All units
come with a 2" trailer ball, mounting bolts and a primered
adapter.
124001196
174017103

0905476
Carrier Adapter (Feb 01 - Current)
514520000
Carrier Adapter (Up to Jan 01)
124001196
FI Wheel Lift (Up to July 96)
124002264
FI Wheel Lift (Mar 97 - Current)
124001954
FIII Wheel Lift
124001956
F6500
174017103
Vulcan 890 Series
124002390
614 Trailer Ball Adapter
124002602 211, 212 & EB3 Trailer Ball Adapter

Wt. 15 lb.
Wt. 15 lb.
Wt. 15 lb.
Wt. 19 lb.
Wt. 33 lb.
Wt. 22 lb.
Wt. 22 lb.
Wt. 31 lb.
Wt. 31 lb.

124002264

124001956
0905476
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124001954

124002602

ONE TON

HD
SCOTCH BLOCKS

Aluminum blocks have the highest strength to weight ratio.
They are sold in pairs and will grip solid on most surfaces
regardless of the weather conditions. The blocks measure
8-1/2" wide x 7-1/4" tall x 12" deep.

The strongest of scotch blocks that can be purchased. They
are built using 3/16" steel, and a 26" length of 5/16" chain
attached for securing it to the back of your wrecker, 3/8" chain
is used for the heavy duty blocks. The foot edge of the scotch
block is serrated for extra grip. Sold in pairs.

174002292

Wt. 12 lb.
174002289
174002291

Light Duty
Heavy Duty

Wt. 25 lb.
Wt. 36 lb.

SPADE ATTACHMENT

RUBBER BLOCKS
These rubber blocks were designed for unusually heavy
loads. Built out of tough reinforced rubber, resistant to sun,
salt, oil, and acid. Almost indestructible. Dimensions 8" wide
x 7" tall x 9-1/4" deep. Sold in pairs.
174002299

Wt. 9 lb.

We now offer a spade
attachment for the FI and F6500
wheel lifts. It attaches from the
bottom side of the wheel lift outer
boom, install the supplied pin,
and hydraulically insert it into or
on the ground to give your
wrecker more stability and
pulling power.
124001430
124001955

FI
F6500

Wt. 27 lb.
Wt. 30 lb.

MOTORCYCLE STRAP KIT
Towing motorcycles requires
equipment suited specifically
for the operation. The
motorcycle strap kit was
developed to boom lift
motorcycles and avoid
damage. Consisting of one 4'
and one 6' nylon sling, each
sling is placed through the frame of
the motorcycle and then attached to the
winch hook. The tires are then anchored to
the wheel lift bar utilizing two 1" ratchet straps. It
is then hoisted and ready to transport. Comes with
carrying case. Slings only are available as part #
174022033.
174022027

Wt. 43 lb.
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SCOTCH BLOCKS & CYCLE STRAP

ALUMINUM BLOCKS

OFFSET LOW PROFILE FORK HOLDER

FI FORK ADAPTER

This fork adapter is just like our other
standard adapters but is designed to
fit a 3-1/2" x 3-1/2" crossbar found on
the F6500 wheel lift and Formula II
wheel lift. Made from the same cast
alloy material as our other adapters,
it makes these attachments
unbeatable. Sold individually.

These adapters were designed
specifically to fit the 4" x 4" crossbar.
They have an offset design to offer
greater versatility when using your lift
forks. They are made from light weight
cast alloy and have the standard 2"
socket. A pair of grab hooks are welded
to the back of the adapter to facilitate
safety chains. Sold individually.

Adapters are designed specifically to fit
a 3" x 3" crossbar such as the FI wheel
lift. As with all the forks, they are cast
from a steel alloy which makes them
stronger and lighter. On the back side
they have been tapped to accept the Thandle which is used to secure the
adapter to the crossbar. Sold
individually.

0804197

0803580
0803581

0803590

LIFT ATTACHMENTS & ADAPTERS

FII FORK ADAPTER

Wt. 25 lb.

Left
Right

Wt. 25 lb.
Wt. 25 lb.

Wt. 23 lb.

RISER BRACKETS

Low profile fork holders are just like our
4" with the exception that they fit a 5" x 5"
crossbar. They are built using the same
cast alloy material that our other quality
products are produced from. Sold
individually.

These brackets
are used when
extra height is
needed when
towing. The
riser brackets
are manufactured in a welded design
and incorporate a grab hook welded to
the side. They are available in 4" and 5"
versions to fit 4" and 5" crossbars. Sold
individually.

0803591
0803592

0802253
0801459

OFFSET 5" FORK HOLDER

Left
Right

Wt. 25 lb.
Wt. 25 lb.

This plate was designed to be attached to the fifth-wheel
pin on a large trailer so that it can be towed without the
presence of a tractor. Slide the plate on to the pin, attach
your chains, secure them to your sling, and lift. Please
remember to use your safety chains anytime you are
towing for the utmost security.
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Wt. 25 lb.
Wt. 28 lb.

Hook adapters are designed to fit into
the cast offset low profile fork adapters.
They are used when lifting a load and
chains are needed. For convenience
they may be slid back and forth on the
crossbar to avoid any obstacles that
might be hanging from or bolted to the
vehicle’s frame. Sold as pair.
124002229

Wt. 25 lb.

SPRING LIFT BRACKET

KING PIN PLATE

124001674

4" Riser
5" Riser

CHAIN HOOK ADAPTERS

Wt. 33 lb.

This bracket was designed to lift the
vehicle to be towed from the front
spring hangers. You simply install them in
the fork holders, position them right under the
spring hangers and pick the vehicle up. Once
you have done this, install the supplied safety pin behind the
hanger in one of the pin holes so the towed vehicle can't get
out of the bracket. Remember to always use Safety Chains
while in tow. Sold in pairs.
124001389

Wt. 34 lb.

MEDIUM FORK

TALL FORK

Short forks
come in two
sizes, 3" wide
and 4-1/2"
wide, which
are used for
picking up from
the leaf spring,
axle, or frame.
They are designed
to give you 3-1/2" of
clearance between the crossbar and the
bottom of the fork cut-out. Shaft has a 2"
diameter. Sold individually.

Medium forks can be
used for lifting from
the frame, springs, or
axle. They are also
made out of cast alloy
material, and are very
light weight. They
have a standard 2"
mounting shaft, and
raise the height of the
lifting point 4-1/2" off the
crossbar of your wrecker.
Sold individually.

The tall fork will get 9"
of clearance, needed
when lifting a vehicle
with a low front end.
These forks are
available with 3" or 4-1/
2" width with a 2"
mounting shaft, and
comes in our exclusive
cast alloy design. Sold
individually.

0200018
0200019

0200020
0200021

3" Mouth
4-1/2" Mouth

Wt. 10 lb.
Wt. 13 lb.

3" Mouth
4-1/2" Mouth

Wt. 15 lb.
Wt. 18 lb.

0200022
0200023

3" Mouth
4-1/2" Mouth

Wt. 18 lb.
Wt. 22 lb.

6" MEDIUM OFFSET AXLE FORK

FORK REDUCER

OFFSET AXLE FORK

This Axle fork is
designed for all
wheel drive front
axles and many
rear axle
applications that
utilize a rounded
axle housing. The fork
has a 6" opening and is
offset for additional clearance. Sold in
pairs.

This attachment
was designed to
be used when
the front axle you
are picking up is
narrower than the
throat of the fork you
are using. Simply
slide the adapter over one
ear of the fork and you have created 1"
narrower opening in your fork without
having to carry extra attachments in your
tow vehicle. Remember to always use
safety chains. Sold in pairs.

An axle fork to be
used with Mack®
trucks and others.
They were
designed with an
offset to clear the
aft housing, still
offering you all of
the strength and
durability you have come to rely on from
Miller Industries products. This fork is
also cast out of steel alloy and is much
lighter than the conventional style
welded forks. Sold individually.

124002430

0200024

124002565

Wt. 15 lb.

Wt. 4 lb.

Wt. 12 lb.

HOLLOW BEAM AXLE LIFT FORKS
Specially designed for lifting the Hendrickson
Airtek/Steertek front axle is the hollow beam lifting
fork. Special care must be taken when lifting the
air suspension hollow beam front axles currently
being used on many of the Volvo VNT and
Freightliner Century Tractors making this fork or a
front tire lift a must. Sold in pairs.
124002615

Wt. 42 lb.

Miller Industries has designed the latest innovation in lift fork technology. The forks are cast in
steel alloy, that weighs half as much as a conventional welded style lift fork. Available only through
Miller Industries Distributors.
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LIFT ATTACHMENTS & ADAPTERS

SHORT FORKS

U-BOLT

LIFT ATTACHMENTS
TOWING ACCESSORIES
& ADAPTERS

The U-bolt lifting attachment is
designed for faster and easier
rear hook-ups on many tractors.
The attachment is centered on
one of the rear axle u-bolts for the
pick. After lifting, always use your
tie downs and safety chains. (For
rear tows only)

124002632

Wt. 5 lb.

LIFT EYE ATTACHMENT
The Lift Eye Attachment is designed for front lifts on many models of the RTS, GMC, and Nova buses along with rear picks on
the MCI-9. The eyelet that is bolted on to the jack pad point on these buses is inserted into the fork of the lift eye attachment
and a pin is inserted to secure it. Always be sure to attach your safety & tie down chains.
124002634

Wt. 23 lb.

SIDE PULL STABILIZER

OFFSET FORK ADAPTER EXTENSIONS

The Side Pull Stabilizer is designed to pin on and
off the multiposition rear spades on the Century
and Challenger integrated and fixed boom heavy
duty towing and recovery units. The side pull
stabilizer provides additional stability on side and
corner pull applications. (One per kit)

These extensions were designed to
provide extra width out of the lift
fork adapters when needed.
Place the extensions into the
fork adapters, install the
retaining bolts, slide to the
desired width and it’s ready to
use. Extensions sold by the pair
and will only fit the low profile
cast fork holders.

124002618

Wt. 40 lb.

124002230

Wt. 34 lb.

LOW PULL "D" RING KIT
The low pull D ring kit is designed to be used on Century and
Challenger Heavy Duty
units with multiposition
rear spades. The kit
includes 2 - D rings and
wrist pins that are easily
attached to the support
bases that are attached
at the top plates of the
spade.
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124002537

Wt. 10 lb.

PINTLE HOOK KIT
Miller Industries has now made it possible to tow ball type
trailers with your heavy duty wrecker. Simply install your Pintle
Hook Attachment (124002211 shown on the right), bolt on the
Tow Ball Adapter and you're set. Remember to always use
your safety chains. Covert-A-Ball Kit (174017093 seen on
page 14) is not included.

The pintle hook bracket is designed to accept the 5th wheel
plate and the king pin adapter. Install it into the fork holders
from the top of the wheel plate, or from the bottom using the
king pin adapter. It also includes a pintle hook rated at 15
tons for maximum capacity when towing.

124002431

124002211

Wt. 4 lb.

Wt. 35 lb.

KING PIN ATTACHMENT
Our king pin attachment is designed to
also be used in conjunction with the
Pintle hook kit for towing a tractor from
the 5th wheel plate. Install the adapter
in the fork holders using the lock pins,
then the king pin attachment from the
bottom and you’re ready to tow from the
5th wheel plate. Always use safety
chains.
124001948

Wt. 20 lb.

5TH WHEEL ADAPTER KIT

BOOM ANGLE INDICATOR

This kit when used in conjunction with
our pintle hook kit simplifies the towing
of trailers. Install the pintle hook kit into
your fork holders and then install the 5th
wheel adapter with the pin provided and
you are ready to hook up to the trailer to
be towed. Mounting pin and keeper
included.

The Boom Angle Indicator
provides the operator with an
exact reading of his boom
elevation with only a glance.
A standard feature on all
Miller Industries rotators, the
Boom Angle Indicator is
available as an option on
both integrated and fixed
boom heavy duty towing and
recovery units. Mounting hardware is included for easy installation on
integrated models, fixed boom models will require you to drill and tap
for proper installation.

124001833

Wt. 45 lb.

124002440
0303887

Lighted
Non-lighted

Wt. 8 lb.
Wt. 8 lb.
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LIFT ATTACHMENTS & ADAPTERS

TOW BALL ADAPTER

WASHDOWN SINK & TOWEL DISPENSER
Designed to be mounted on the tool compartment door of your Heavy
Duty units, the washdown sink allows you to clean your hands after a
hook up or recovery job. The sink is easily mounted and comes with a
small heater that is connected to a toggle switch to keep the water from
freezing in the winter. The sink is easily filled from the top with
approximately 1 quart of water and is easily drained with a small hose
connected to the base. The sink bowl folds up when not in use and is
available in a kit that also includes the paper towel dispenser shown in
the picture.

HEAVY DUTY TRUCK ACCESSORIES

124002562
174019076

Sink & Towel Dispenser
Replacement Towels

Wt. 13 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

ALUMINUM STORAGE BOX
The ideal solution for storage of hand tools and small parts in
your Heavy Duty Century or Challenger unit is this Aluminum
Storage Box. The box is 23" wide x 27" tall x 18" deep and can be
easily mounted in your heavy duty unit. The box consists of 7
drawers (two 2" and five 2-1/2" deep) that easily operate on roller
bearing slides. Double thumb locks keep drawers securely
closed when traveling.
0307363
Wt. 96 lbs.

STORAGE BRACKET
Designed to fit into the compartments on
Century or Challenger Heavy Duty units, the
Storage Bracket keeps your #1914 Tire Lift
Receivers and "L" Arms stored neatly and
securely in a vertical position, taking up less
compartment space. The hinged bracket also
allows you to stow or remove the receivers at a
lower lifting height.
124002587

Wt. 42 lb.

BUS LIFT SYSTEM
Miller Industries offers a wide range of attachments to help you get the job
done with as much ease as possible. This Bus Lift is designed to pick up
tires of a disabled vehicle without touching the frame or the vehicles
suspension. Bus Lift attachments come complete with grids, extension
tubes, shoes, and straps.
124002033
124001914
124002467

4 x 4 Bus Lift 12,000 lbs. Lift Rating
5 x 5 Bus Lift 13,000 lbs. Lift Rating
Euro Bus Lift 13,000 lbs. Lift Rating

124002467
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124002033 & 124001914

Wt. 425 lb.
Wt. 450 lb.
Wt. 492 lb.

COLOR CAMERA & FLAT SCREEN MONITOR
This 5" Color Flat Screen Rear Vision Camera is the latest in rear vision technology
and is unbelievably cost efficient. This camera is top of the line with a Flat Screen
Color Monitor that will be effective in almost any towing situation. The system
consists of a weatherproof camera with an auto lens. Ideal for large wreckers, the
rear vision system automatically activates when the vehicle is in reverse gear. This
system is as effective for night towing.
Kit Includes:
1 - C200 Color Camera
1 - M560 Flat, LCD, Color Monitor
1 - T60, 60' Transmission Cable, 6 Pin for Audio
174016276

Wt. 12 lb.

HEAVY DUTY TRUCK ACCESSORIES

BLACK & WHITE CAMERA & MONITOR
This rear vision camera is a high quality low cost viewing system that enables the driver to see most obstructions not
normally seen when backing up. The system consists of a weatherproof camera with an auto
lens and 5" monitor. Ideal for large wreckers, rear vision system automatically activates when
the vehicle is in reverse gear.
Kit Includes:
1 - C101 Black & White Camera
1 - M500 Black & White Monitor
1 - T60-4, 60' Transmission Cable, 6 Pin no Audio
174016272

Wt. 12 lb.

ENGINE INFO CENTER

Miller Industries has designed the latest
in lift fork technology. Turn to pages 1618 for a full listing of lift fork adapters &
lift forks.

The Engine Info Center was designed to allow the driver
of the vehicle to monitor his engine functions when he
is out in the field on one of those prolonged recovery
operations. This item displays engine RPM, engine
volts, engine oil pressure and engine temperature.
Along with digital display you can set it to English or
Metric. Comes complete with mounting instructions and
wiring harness.
124002441

Wt. 5 lb.
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FIRST AID KITS

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Kidde® is the industry leader in disposable & rechargeable
fire extinguishers. We offer 2-3/4 lb., 5 lb. and 10 lb. sizes that
are rechargeable. A pressure gauge and a heavy duty
mounting bracket is supplied (10 lb. extinguisher "does not"
include heavy duty mounting bracket). Great protection for
commercial and industrial applications. The seamless
aluminum and steel cylinders have chip resistant epoxy
finishes. Please specify size when ordering.
174002270
174002274
174002277
174002278

2-3/4 lb. Size
5 lb. Size
10 lb. Size
10 lb. Kit Bracket

First Aid Kits prepare a tower for all situations. An economical
and compact first aid kit will fit in many places. It is a
complete kit containing most of the essential items you
might need for an emergency. Can be mounted for easy
accessibility when needed. The perfect item for any truck.
174002286

Small

Wt. 3 lb.

Wt. 6 lb.
Wt. 10 lb.
Wt. 23 lb.
Wt. 3 lb.

TRAFFIC CONE
Highly visible fluorescent red/orange traffic
cones meet MUTCD specifications. Made
from soft flexible 100% PVC, cones will
withstand all punishment. They have a
weighted base to keep them upright during
highway usage. Available in 18" and 28"
sizes.
174002264
174002265

18"
28"

REFLECTOR KIT
The kits are good for day or night time visibility. There are
three 17" reflective triangles packed in a heavy duty plastic
case. Triangles fold flat for easy storage. The bases are
filled with sand to hold them upright in adverse conditions.
174002268

Wt. 4 lb.
Wt. 9 lb.

Wt. 17 lb.

TIRE SKATES
Tire skates aid the operation of the
carrier flat bed by decreasing
resistance. The tower wedges the
skates under the wheels of the
vehicle to pull the car on or off of the
carrier. Skates are most useful when
pulling immobilized vehicles with
deflated tires and heavy machinery
for transport, even from hard to reach
areas. Skates can be ramped onto
themselves to compensate for
height difference and to provide
carrier bed protection when moving
burn-outs and hulk vehicles. Made
with strong compressed recycled plastic. Storage is easy with attached cable
and skates are sold individually.
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174004051

Wt. 10 lb.

GARBAGE PAIL
Handy item to store debris after
accident clean-up.
174016167
174016169

4 Gallon
6 Gallon

Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.

JERRY CAN

174016123
174016129

5 Gallon Can
Can Rack

Wt. 10 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.

SPILL PROOF SPOUT

CARRIER ACCESSORIES

The original Blitz® jerry can is constructed of heavy gauge
steel with a gloss red coat on the outside. The interior is rustresistant to provide a long service life. Includes spill proof
spout.

New to Miller these are special
spouts designed to fit the new style
spill & vent proof Jerry cans pictured
above. These spouts have a special
shut off valve eliminating spillage
problems.
174016124

Wt. 2 lb.

Miller offers this as a Kit ONLY,
we will NOT be able to sell
individually
ALUMINUM CARRIER ROTATION KIT
Another Carrier Kit to make clean-up even easier. Everything
you would need at ease from airing a tire to sweeping glass
from the street. Also features the chain and lock for locking
into place. Comes complete with:
Aluminum Storage Box
Garbage Pail
Cord & Lock
Fuel Can

Square Point Shovel
Push Broom
5 Gallon Air Tank
Diesel Can

174002006

Wt 60 lb.

CARRIER KIT
Made for car carriers to keep clean-up supplies ready but out
of the way. Bracket is bolted to the chassis frame.
Comes complete with:
Description
Push Broom
Two Garbage Pails
Square Point Shovel
Storage Bracket
Jerry Can
Five Bungie Cords
Complete Kit

Part Number
174016132
174016169
174016130
174016128
174016123
174016126
Wt 60 lb.

174002005
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QUARTER FENDERS
Here is a highly functional item that also dresses up a carrier.
Made from polished stainless steel, quarter fenders will keep
road grime, debris and other substances from being thrown
onto the underside of your carrier. Mounting instructions and
installation hardware are included. Sold in pairs. Will fit tires
19.5" to 24.5" in diameter.

CARRIER ACCESSORIES

174016161 24" Fender (Fits 19.5" - 24.5" tires)

Wt. 40 lb.

ALUMINUM BOXES
Aluminum under body tool boxes are a very useful and stylish addition to your car
carrier. The boxes are constructed using a 14 gauge annealed stainless steel door
along with .125 gauge aluminum for the fully welded box container. They have
heavy duty retainer chains with adjustable brackets to support the door. The door
seals incorporate an automotive style bulb gasket to guarantee a water tight seal. A
stainless steel paddle latch is used to secure the door.

ALUMINUM
174016035
174016036
174016037

36"
48"
60"

Wt. 88 lb.
Wt. 109 lb.
Wt. 139 lb.

THESE ARE THE FINEST IN
ALUMINUM TOOL BOXES ON
THE MARKET TODAY!

STEEL TOOL BOXES
We carry steel tool boxes manufactured from .13 gauge steel. The steel tool box is powder coated to resist chipping and
rusting from the wear and tear of everyday service. Like our aluminum boxes, these tool boxes have an automotive style bulb
seal for superior moisture resistance. They are available with either a steel or polished steel door. The polished door is made
with T-304 stainless. The door is fastened by a piano hinge supported by two adjustable cable hangers. The door is secured
by a lockable stainless steel T-handle latch.

STAINLESS STEEL DOOR
174016021
174016022
174016023
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STEEL DOOR
36"
48"
60"

Wt. 54 lb.
Wt. 66 lb.
Wt. 79 lb.

174016030
174016031
174016032

36"
48"
60"

Wt. 90 lb.
Wt. 111 lb.
Wt. 141 lb.

FOLDING CARRIER LADDER
This Folding Carrier Ladder mounts to
the side of the truck frame under the
carrier. By releasing the cam locks, the
ladder slides out and hinges down
providing easy access to your carrier
deck.

0909217

Wt. 125 lb.

CARRIER ACCESSORIES

SPACER BLOCKS
TOW BAR RINGS
Nylon spacer blocks are the perfect item to use when extra
clearance is needed towing with a conventional sling. Slide
the spacer blocks on a 4x4 block and adjust them to lift from
the bottom of the frame rails, then hoist the vehicle. Using
these in conjunction with your sling will keep the front bumper
of low hanging front valances from being crushed by the sling
straps. Sold as pair.
174017089

Wt. 9 lb.

Made to fit 3-1/2" or 4" diameter
crossbars. Place on ends of the
crossbar to protect against damage to
the towed vehicle or to the wrecker deck
during fold-up. Sold individually.
174017080
174017080-4

3-1/2"
4"

Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 3 lb.

FORGED "D" RING
D rings are forged from tough 1/2" C-1045 steel.
They are supplied with a mounting plate to bolt
onto any flat surface. The mounting plate utilizes
3/16" material and the holes are cut 2" on centers.
174016025

Wt. 1 lb.

QUARTER & HALF FENDERS
Fenders will accommodate tires 16" to 22.5" in diameter
adding class while protecting the carrier. Installation is made
easy with included hardware and instructions. Sold in pairs.
174016170
174016168
174016165

Quarter Fenders 16" to 19.5"
Half Fenders 16"
Half Fenders 19" to 22.5"

Wt. 30 lb.
Wt. 52 lb.
Wt. 55 lb.
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COLLINS POP-UP DOLLIES
Collins Dollies are the original self loading dolly built with
quality in the USA. Collins offers several safety features not
found on other brands. Ratchet locks are incorporated with
safety locks above the release handle into the pop-up
mechanism to keep the Dollies from accidentally releasing.
Telescoping axles make towing vehicles with various widths
possible. Dollies come complete with pry bar, two axles and
two dolly sides (tires & wheels).
174003305
4.80 Dollies
174003305AT 4.80 Dollies w/ Aluminum Axles
174003306
5.70 Dollies
174003306AT 5.70 Dollies w/ Aluminum Axles

Wt. 246 lb.
Wt. 191 lb.
Wt. 262 lb.
Wt. 213 lb.

DOLLIES & BRACKETS

174022051 DOLLY TIE-DOWN NOT INCLUDED

LOADING BRACKETS
What used to be thought of as the dreaded
job, the dread is part of the past. With these
unique loader brackets, the operator
releases a lock lever, and just a tug on the
frame helps the bracket lower the dolly
from over the side of the wrecker making it
easier to reach the dolly frame. Not only will
these brackets make it easier for drivers to
use dollies, they will help eliminate the
chance of injury. Sold as pairs.
174003329

Wt. 49 lb.
LOADING BRACKETS

PARALLEL BRACKETS
Parallel brackets are designed to move your dolly frame out
over the edge of the vehicle so the operator does not have to
reach over the side of the truck. They are built with the same
quality and workmanship as the loading brackets. Brackets
can be either welded or bolted into place and are sold in
pairs.
174003331

DOLLY BUNKS
Dolly Bunks were designed for 4.80 Dollies to be bolted to the bottom
side of your wrecker where space is abundant keeping the deck of
you wrecker available for other items. Their heavy duty construction
will give years and years of service life. Mounting instructions and
hardware included.
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174003318
174003318A

Steel
Aluminum

Wt. 101 lb.
Wt. 58 lb.

Wt. 27 lb.

Chrome
Plastic

DOLLY BRACKETS
A simple yet effective dolly bracket that
neatly keeps your dollies stowed away
when not in use. These brackets may
be welded or bolted to the deck or tool
box of your truck. Sold by the pair.
174003308
174003319

3"
11"

Wt. 10 lb.
Wt. 12 lb.

BEARING KIT

AXLE BRACKETS

DOLLY HUBCAPS

Axle brackets are perfect for keeping
your axles secure on your wrecker bed
or in the tool box without having them
loose to damage the vehicle. Sold as a
set.

The right item to add a custom touch to
a wrecker. All fit 8" dolly rims and are
very durable. Hubcaps are sold
individually.

174003310 Standard
174003323 Lockable
TIRES & WHEELS

174003338
174003337
174003339

Stainless
Chrome
Plastic

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

DOLLIES & BRACKETS

Tire and tire-wheel combos are perfect
replacements, and may be purchased as a
combination tire, tire & wheel or wheels by
themselves.

Kits are used to replace
damaged or worn out
bearings and seals in
your dolly hubs. They
come complete with 2
bearings, a grease seal,
a cotter pin, and dust
cover.
174003321

Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 6 lb.

174003312
174003313
174003314
174003315
174003317

Wt. 3 lb.

4.80 Tire Only
5.70 Tire Only
8" Wheel Only
5.70 Tire & Wheel
4.80 Tire & Wheel

Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 6 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt 12 lb.
Wt. 10 lb.

DOLLY BAR ROLLERS
Axle rollers will help protect the wrecker
bed or tool box while simplifying the
removal of the dolly rails. Brackets will
secure axles and the dolly pry bar. Sold in
pairs, painted in primer.
174003333
174003335

Vertical
Horizontal

ASK US ABOUT OUR
COMPLETE INVENTORY
OF REPLACEMENT PARTS
FOR OUR GOJAK’S !

Wt. 16 lb.
Wt. 15 lb.

GOJAK™
A damage free system that will enable a car to be moved out
of a parallel parking spot with the emergency brake on and
the vehicle in gear. The jacks operate similar to an old style
bumper jack. Place the jack around the tire to be lifted and
pump the pedal with your foot, a ratchet squeezes the rollers
together raising the vehicle. Both jacks will work with most
tires up to 16" in rim size. The 5000 series has an individual
capacity of 1,250 lb. and 6000 series has a 1,500 lb. limit.
GOJACKS™ are priced individually, proper use requires at
least two units. GOJACKS™ are very handy for carriers or
whenever a car can be repositioned by hand. Jacks are not
intended for driving or use on rough surfaces.
174004001
174004011

GOJAK™ 5000
GOJAK™ 6000

Wt. 30 lb.
Wt. 34 lb.
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FOLDING STEP

TRUCK ACCESSORIES

DOOR CLOSURE
These closures were designed to keep toolbox doors from
hitting the side of the body. They are constructed from steel
and are zinc plated for rust-resistance, with two lengths
available.

Here is a handy item that is easily mounted to the outside of
any truck body to aid in stepping up or climbing up onto an
area not normally accessible. Chrome plated finish with
stainless steel spring for non-corrosion, and durability.
Hardware furnished with large step.

0302379
0301912

174016189
174016191

7" Closure
11" Closure

Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 3 lb.

Stainless Step
Large Stainless Step

Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.

DRI-DEK
Dri-Dek enables you to protect your equipment, surfaces,
and provides sure footing. Air is allowed to circulate
underneath for rapid drying. The material is cut to trim
providing a perfect match to almost any corner. Dri-Dek
comes in the following colors: Black, Blue, Red and
Yellow. Sold by square foot and comes 50 pieces to a
case.
174016150
174016151
174016152
174016153

Black
Blue
Yellow
Red

Wt. 1 lb. / sq ft.
Wt. 1 lb. / sq ft.
Wt. 1 lb. / sq ft.
Wt. 1 lb. / sq ft.

STAINLESS STEEL SIMULATORS
Wheel covers are DOT approved and will install without removing a single
lug nut. Hardware is provided, please call about any unlisted applications.

174016524
174016526
174015585
174016574
174016576
174016575
174016594
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16.5 Ford 350 (2002 - Current)
19.5 Ford 450 / 550 (2002 - Current)
16.5 Chevy 3500 (2001 - Current)
19.5 x 6 GM 4500
19.5 GM 5500 & 6500 (2002 - Current)
19.5 DOT Freightliner (2002 - Current)
19.5 DOT International (2002 - Current)
8 Lug with Hydraulic Brakes
174016528
19.5 International (2002- Current)
10 Lug with Air Brakes
174016113P
22.5 x 8.25 DOT 2HH Stud Piloted
174016605
22.5 x 8.25 DOT 2HH Hub Piloted
174015097 22.5 x 8.25 DOT 5HH Hub Piloted Front Axle Set
174015098
22.5 x 8.25 DOT 5HH Hub Piloted Rear Axle Set
174016115P
22.5 x 8.25 5HH Stud Piloted
174016117
17.5 DOT Nissan (UD)

Wt. 19 lb.
Wt. 23 lb.
Wt. 19 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.
Wt. 29 lb.

Hand Rail
The perfect item for added safety and a great look. This
handrail tubing is 7/8" around and is sold per foot for a
custom fit. The end and center configurations come in
chrome. A useful grab handle can be quickly added wherever
needed. Please specify length of handrail at time of ordering.
Be sure and ask about the different sizes available.
174016179
174016183
174016187

7/8" Tubing
End Stanchions
Center Stanchions

Wt. 1 lb./ft.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

SHACKLES
These shackles were designed to be used with nylon web slings. They are inserted
into the loop end of the sling, putting the stress on the shackle. Shackles come with
an easy to remove alloy steel pin to simplify operation. Made from heat treated
galvanized carbon steel.
3"
6"

(For 6" Sling)
(For 8" - 12" Sling)

Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 8 lb.

TRUCK ACCESSORIES

174026041
174026037

STAINLESS STEEL STRIPS
Stainless steel strips are designed to be used on the tool box door frame.
They are constructed with T-304 polished stainless steel and come
supplied with adhesive tape on the back of each piece. They serve as an
attractive addition to a nice paint job and will help protect the paint when
taking equipment in and out of tool boxes.
174016193
174016194
174016196
174016195

25-1/8" x 3/4"
22" x 3/4" x
33-1/8" x 3/4"
38-5/8" x 3/4"

x 1"
1"
x 1"
x 1"

Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.

FIBERGLASS FLARES
Flares add a custom look to your wrecker and provide coverage over
your rear tires. The flares keep mud and debris from being thrown
onto a nice paint job or on the towed vehicle. The addition of fender
flairs will help the truck comply with certain states tire exposure
regulations. Sold in pairs.
HB139
124002073
174016062P
124001804
174016066
124001618
124001284

Challenger 4700 / Holmes 2-1/2"
Challenger 4800 2"
Vulcan 2"
Challenger 4800 2-1/2"
Holmes / Challenger 4"
Century 2-1/2"
Century 4"

Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 7 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 7 lb.

RUBBER FLARE MATERIAL
Rubber fender flares offer protection for the wrecker and towed vehicle. The first two flairs
come in two different styles, under body and side body flares that are mainly used on small
wreckers. The 0300345 was used as a standard OEM equipment on all Century heavies up
until 2002. The 0307151 is current material being used on all Century heavy units. This
material is sold by the foot.
174016079
174016080
0300345
0307151

Side Body Mount
Under body Mount
Century Fender Well Material (Up to 2002)
Century Fender Well Material (2002 - Current)

Wt. 1 lb./ft.
Wt. 1 lb./ft.
Wt. 1 lb./ft.
Wt. 1 lb./ft.
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12 VOLT MOTOR
Motors are exact
replacements to
motors found on
most 12V DC electric
power pack units. The
motor mounts easily with
two bolts. Works in conjunction with the 12V solenoid. A new
motor will return the power pack up to speed.

PTO CABLES & LATCHES

174015001

Wt. 14 lb.

THROTTLE CABLES
Vinyl covered throttle cables are exact replacements for
existing cables. The cables have replaceable locking
adjustable head assemblies. We offer the most common
sizes. Installation hardware not included.
174016001
174016002
174016004
174016005
174016016

15' Cable
20' Cable
25' Cable
30' Cable
35' Cable

Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.
Wt. 5 lb.

12 VOLT SOLENOID
This solenoid is commonly found on 12V
power pack units, usually mounted on top of
the drive motor to relieve the amperage draw
through the actuation switches. The solenoids
are rated at 12V continuous duty and have a
steel housing.
174015005

Wt. 1 lb.

PTO CABLE
Cables will not last forever and a replacement should end the battle to
engage the PTO. It utilizes long lay wire strands surrounding the main
cable making it almost impossible to kink. The cables may be cut to fit,
and are coated with a weather resistant nylon type PVC material.
174016008
174016009
174016010

6' Cable
10' Cable
12' Cable

Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 3 lb.

T-HANDLE LATCH
The "T" handle style latch offers a twist on conventional slam
or paddle latches. These latches are adjustable to
compensate for wear and can be positioned to keep a
constant seal. Locks are generically keyed. Made with rust
free stainless steel.
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174016007

Wt. 1 lb.

PADDLE LATCH
We offer paddle latches constructed of rust-free stainless
steel. They should be mounted in a 3-3/8" x 4-5/8" recess and
come with the mounting holes pre-drilled in the latch to make
the mounting time minimal. Locks are generically keyed.
0302855

Wt. 1 lb.

PUSH BUMPERS
Bumpers are designed to conform to the curvature of the front end of your truck to give it a custom flush look. They are
constructed of heavy gauge steel in primer, so it may be painted. A rubber face plate is mounted to the front of the bumper. All
mounting hardware is included.
174017015
174017050

Chevrolet 2500 / 3500 Series (2001 - Current)
Ford F-350 / F-550 (1998 - Current)

Wt. 258 lb.
Wt. 305 lb.

PUSH BUMPERS

INTERNATIONAL BUMPER
We stock custom push bumpers for International 4300/4400.
They fit the contour of these highly rounded front ends nicely,
and have a wrap around bumper pad which is bolted and
glued to the face of the bumper. Mounting kit included.
174017040
174017060

International 4600 (1988 - 1999)
International 4300/4400 (2001)

Wt. 287 lb.
Wt. 296 lb.

CHEVROLET BUMPERS
We now offer a full line of Push Bumpers for the new style cab
on the 2002 Chevrolet 4500/5500 cab and chassis. They
contour to fit this new cab perfectly. As with all of our bumpers
they include all mounting hardware.
174017037
174017047

4500/5500 (2002 - Current)
Kodiak / Topkick (1991 - 2001)

Wt. 259 lb.
Wt. 268 lb.
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START KIT
Associated Equipment® builds
one of the most reliable jump
start systems available on
the market today. The
stainless steel
cabinet may be
mounted anywhere
on your vehicle,
connect the 4'
leads to the
vehicles battery. To
jump start a vehicle,
simply plug the cables
into the cabinet. The cables are
25' long for extra reach and are built out of 4
gauge welding wire for more starting power. 500 amp clamps
with side terminal adapters will be able to connect in any
situation. Polarity indicators are built into the clamp.

STARTING KITS

174020001

Wt. 20 lb.

STARTING CABLES
Replacement cables for
the 174020001 Starting
Kit. They come complete
with 500 amp clamps,
polarized plug, and 25' of
4 gauge welding lead
cable. The 500 amp clamps
have molded springs in the ends
of the handles to aid in relieving stress
off of the cable leads.
174020005

Wt. 14 lb.

POLARIZED SOCKET
Polarized stainless steel
cabinets is the same
component found in the
174020001 Starting Kit.
Kits are supplied with 4'
lead and all necessary
mounting hardware &
installation instructions.
174020009

Wt. 6 lb.

START KIT
The Jump Start Kit contains a set of 4' battery leads, a
polarized socket and a set of 30' jump start cables. This new
style socket comes with a mounting bracket. The jump cables
are outfitted with 500 amp clamps.
174020026

Wt. 19 lb.

FLUSH SOCKET
Sockets are popular
because of the flush
mount design. Cut a hole
in your bumper or any
other convenient mounting
place and attach with the
supplied hardware to achieve a
custom look. The flush mount will be out of the way from
potential abuse. Supplied with 4' battery leads.
174020015

Complete Kit

Wt. 4 lb.

REPLACEMENT CLAMPS
HEAVY DUTY START KIT
A heavy duty jump start kit for re-starting large trucks. The kits
include jump cables made from heavy duty 1 gauge wire, 800
amp insulated clamps and a three pole plug for increased
transfer power. A stainless steel jump box which has three
poles and battery hook-up leads are provided in the heavy kit.
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174020003

Wt. 28 lb.

Associated’s vinyl coated
replacement clamps are spring
loaded and reinforced in the
handle to ensure cable longevity.
The clamps jaws are pure
copper for better conductivity.
174020023
174020024

500 AMP
800 AMP

Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 3 lb.

LEXAN PLUG

SIDE POST ADAPTERS

Replacement polarized plugs
found on Associated kit
number 174020001 Starting
Kit. Can be used on other
sets as well.

Side post adapters are replacements
found on AMP clamps. They use the
spring tension of the jaws to clamp
down on side terminal battery posts.

174020012

174020019

Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. 1 lb.

CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY

174020038

Wt. 1 lb.

START KITS
These kits offer the most value in systems available. They
come with 4 gauge twin V-tron welding lead with 500 amp
battery clamps. The other end features an impact resistant
lexan connector. The harness is 6' with a lexan connector and
ring terminals that connect to the vehicles battery. The kit has
a dust cover to keep the contacts clean. Mounting hardware &
installation instructions included.
174020030
174020032
174020034

16' Kit
25' Kit
30' Kit

Wt. 18 lb.
Wt. 23 lb.
Wt. 27 lb.

CABLE ASSEMBLY

Jumper cable sets use the same quality cable as our other
start kits. The cable sets have 500 amp clamps at both ends
for battery to battery starts. The clamps are color coded for
instant positive and negative recognition.

The fleet systems are similar to our 174020030 kit except
they do not use clamps for re-starting. The cable kit comes
with battery hook up harnesses with polarized lexan plugs,
that hook to both your fleet vehicle & your service vehicle.
When a restart is needed, hook the harnesses from vehicle to
vehicle. They have made this the kit of choice for fleet sized
companies or for those looking for an inexpensive way to
familiarize your trucks. Mounting kit & installation hardware
included.

174020036

174020028

JUMPER CABLES

Wt. 14 lb.

Wt. 27 lb.
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STARTING KITS

This is a replacement connector assembly that fits our
Phoenix jump start assemblies. They are constructed out of
high impact lexan with copper contracts rated at 175 amps.

ELECTRIC SEAL
LIGHT BRACKETS
Grease was designed to seal out
moisture and prevent contact corrosion.
It can be used on all contact surfaces
that have to withstand the harshness of
the weather.

GENERAL LIGHTING

174027078

8 oz.

Wt. 1 lb.

These round and oval brackets are designed to make it easier for you to add
lighting to your vehicle. They are pre-punched with mounting holes but may be
welded.
174027064
174027061

4" Round
6" Oval

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

OVAL BEZEL
These highly polished stainless steel
bezels dress-up the look of your truck.
They mount to the rubber grommet of
your oval lights. Mounting screws not
supplied.
0304124

Wt. .25 lb.

LICENSE PLATE BRACKET
ROUND BEZEL
These bezels are just like our oval
bezels. They are highly polished
and round. Mounting screws not
supplied.
174027084
174027029

4"
2-1/2"

Brackets are designed to hold your
license plate firmly in place. Universal
design made to accommodate just
about any plate or light.
0300076

Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.

WATERPROOF BREAKER

AUXILIARY POWER PROTECTOR
LICENSE LAMP
Lamps are designed to fit our license
mounting brackets. They are
constructed of cadmium plated steel
and mounted on 2" centers with input
lead.
174027070
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Wt. 1 lb.

The auxiliary power protector is the
heart of any well designed electrical
system. Serving several purposes it
contains relays that will not let your
head light, brake light, and back-up light
switches over load and burn out. It
serves as sealed protection for all of
your connections, keeping corrosion
out. Protectors will work on foreign and
domestic wiring systems.
0303248

Wt. 4 lb.

Circuit breakers double as a master
disconnect. In the event of a "short
circuit" the circuit breaker will trip in the
off position. This is extremely helpful
when servicing the electrical system.
The high amp waterproof circuit breaker
should be located as close to the
battery as possible protecting the main
feed wire going to all of the add-on
accessories. With the addition of the
high amp master circuit breaker, your
electrical system is safe from start to
finish.
174013085
174013111
174013089

50 Amp
80 Amp
150 Amp

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

HIDE AWAY STROBE SYSTEM
Finally a system has been designed to add strobes to a
vehicle economically. Systems come as a four or six head
system. The four head strobe kit is complete with two
hideaway strobe bulbs for the front turn signals and two 6"
oval pop-in strobes for the rear of your wrecker or carrier. The
six head system has six hide-a-way strobes, a 6-way power
supply and six 15 ft. wiring harnesses. Both systems are
designed for long and dependable service life.
174001204
174001216
174001233

4 Head System
6 Head System
8 Head System

Wt. 16 lb.
Wt. 19 lb.
Wt. 24 lb.

Six Head

174001881

STROBE KITS AND
BASIC SWITCH PANELS

Four Head

174001880

Components can be purchased individually to add onto your
existing strobe system or start from scratch.
174001883
174001344A
174001881
174001880
174001884
174001885

Power Supply 4 Head
Power Supply 6 Head
Hide-a-Way Bulb (Clear)
6" Amber Oval Strobe
15' Extension Cord
30' Extension Cord

Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 3 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.

174001884-15'
174001885-30'

POWER UP
SWITCH
PANELS
NEXT PAGE!
MILLER SWITCH PANEL
This 4 switch panel was designed for the customer wanting a
basic and economical switch panel. It has fuse protected
rocker type switches, indicators light when a switch is on. It
also has a PTO light and switch with a PTO cable hole in the
front of the panel. The kit includes installation hardware and
mounting instructions. Available in a 4 switch version only.
124001526

Wt. 4 lb.

BASIC MILLER SWITCH PANEL
The basic switch panel was designed for the person wanting
an economical and efficient switch panel. It has rocker type,
fuse protected switches. The switches light to indicate
activation. The panel also has a PTO activation switch.
174013101

Wt. 3 lb.
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UNIVERSAL

FORD & FREIGHTLINER SWITCH PANEL

SWITCH PANELS

Panels are designed to fit the F-Series Ford and Freightliner
M2 dash. The panel fits in the dash to the right side of the
steering column. They come in the most popular
arrangements.
174013077
174013078
174013079
174013084
174013079M

4 Switch Panel
5 Switch Panel
6 Switch Panel
4 Switch Panel w/cut out
5 Switch Panel w/cut out

Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.
Wt. 2 lb.

We also stock
universal switch
panels that come
with four or five
switches. As with all
of our Power Up
switch panels, this
one comes with
circuit breaker
panels and back lit
legends for easy night time operation. These panels come
with a mounting bracket and all of the necessary hardware.
They are designed to be bolted anywhere space is available.
174013112
174013066
174013060

4 Switch Panel
5 Switch Panel
6 Switch Panel

Wt. 4 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.

MADE
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR:

MOMENTARY SWITCH
Environmentally sealed switch uses
.25" male spades for quick attachment.
The rubber boot will prolong the life of
the switch by keeping the elements out.
Boot screws directly onto switch.
0302470
0301454

Switch
Boot

Wt. 25 lb.
Wt. 25 lb.

INTERNATIONAL SWITCH PANEL
Each panel has lighted legends for easy reading at night. The
panel has it's own built in circuit breakers. We offer the in-dash
panels in four positions. All of our switch panels are supplied with
mounting hardware.
174013120
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4 Switch (2000 - Current)

Wt. 3 lb.

CHEVROLET / GMC 4500 / 5500 / 6500 SWITCH PANEL
HD switch panels have internal circuit breakers and lighted legends. They
are available in 4 and 5 switch versions, and are designed to fit into the
cubby hole to the right of the steering column.
174013123
174013124
174013125

4 Switch Panel
4 Switch Panel w/cut out
5 Switch Panel

Wt. 4 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.

These custom switch panels were designed to fit outside
of the contoured dash panel. Each switch in this panel
has a built in circuit breaker.

20 Amp Switch
50 Amp Switch
Momentary

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. 4 lb.
Wt. 4 lb.

SWITCH PANELS

4 Switch Panel
5 Switch Panel

These switches are exact replacements
for all of our Power Up switch panels.
The two circuit breaker switches come
in 20 & 50 amp then there is the 20 amp
momentary switch which is used in the
9 switch panel.
174013044
174013063
174013071

CHEVROLET / GMC 3500 / 3600 SWITCH PANEL

174013102
174013103

REPLACEMENT SWITCHES

9 SWITCH PANEL
This panel was designed exclusively for Miller Industries. It
has 9 automatic reset circuit breaker switches, back lit
legends for each switch, and three momentary rocker
switches for controlling the wheel lift functions from inside the
cab of trucks equipped with solenoid valves. It has a unique
angled design for visibility while standing beside the truck. It
is also available with an air shift PTO cut out and a sturdy
aluminum housing.
174013109

Wt. 14 lb.
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WIDE LOAD BAR
Wide load bars made exclusively for Miller Distributors are
constructed of light weight nylon which is virtually
indestructible. They include separate stop-tail-turn lights, and
three ICC marker housing lights. There are hanging hooks on
top and bottom to make mounting easier. Sealed beam
lighting is used throughout the bar for long service life. The 7way socket is on the end.
174019036
174019043
174019044

36" Yellow
48" Black
48" Yellow

174019036 - 36" Yellow

Wt. 9 lb.
Wt. 10 lb.
Wt. 10 lb.
174019044 - 48" Yellow

7-WAY CABLE COUPLER

TOW LIGHTS

7-WAY CABLE CONNECTOR

This handy item will join two 7-Way extensions for maximum
reach.

Use this extension to connect your 7-way light bars. A socket
and plug is supplied at each end. Two lengths available.

174019008
174019032
174019033

30'
60'

Wt. 2 lb.

Wt. 6 lb.
Wt. 10 lb.

ECONOMY WIDE LOAD BARS
These wide load bars offer safe lighting at a reasonable
price. The bars are available in durable white PVC and
galvanized steel models. Both are furnished with 4 rubber tiedown straps. The bars are 60" long x 6" high x 2" deep with
sealed beam lighting. DOT marker lamps and stop-turn-tail
lamps will meet legal towing requirements and simplify
repairs if need be. Wide load bars are powered by a 7-way
cable (not included) that inserts into a socket in the front of
the bar.
174019101
174019103

Vinyl / PVC
Galvanized Steel

Wt. 14 lb.
Wt. 11 lb.

SOCKETS & PLUGS
Sockets & plugs have contacts that float for proper connection
with mating receptacles. The terminals will accept up to 12
gauge wire. A cable clamp will hold just about all cable sizes
firmly. All plugs are supplied with a spring to relieve cable
tension.
C

D
B
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A

124001934
174019020
174019023
174019026

4-Way Socket (A)
4-Way Plug (B)
7-Way Socket (C)
7-Way Plug (D)

Wt 1 lb.
Wt 1 lb.
Wt 1 lb.
Wt 1 lb.

SUCTION LIGHTS
Suction lights are the latest innovation in tow lights. Supplied
with the same rubber heads as our CR51's except a suction
cup is used for securing them to the towed vehicle. The cup is
made out of rubber which has a plunger on the side that
creates the necessary vacuum. The cups will not scratch
paint eliminating customer damage claims. The lights come
with a standard 30' cord, 4-way plug and 7' lead between the
lights.

TOW LIGHTS

174019001

CR51
CR52
CR55

Wt. 10 lb.

Tow lights are a must for every wrecker and carrier because
almost every state requires that a set of lights be used when
towing a vehicle. These tow lights come with a 30' cord, 4-way
plug and two connected stop-turn-tail lights. The lights are
rubber housed sealed beams. The powerful magnets will
hold your tow lights in place in the worst conditions.
Square Magnets
Round Magnets
LED Square Magnets

Wt. 11 lb.
Wt. 12 lb.
Wt. 12 lb.

TOW LIGHTS

TOW LIGHT CASE
A rugged and durable way to store the wired tow lights when
not in use. The box may be locked. Perfect for the magnetic
and suction cup tow lights.
174019005

Wt. 2 lb.

SUCTION CUP ADAPTER
4 WAY EXTENSION CORD
The suction cup replacements can be
used on most rubber head tow lights.
These adapters also allow the
magnetic tow lights to be converted to
suction base. Sold individually.

PLASTIC MAGNETS

Designed to extend the length of your
tow lights. Comes complete with 4-way
socket, 4-way plug and 30' of flexible 4way cable.
174019030

174019003

174019013

Wt. 5 lb.

Wt. 2 lb.

These are also exact replacement
magnets for our CR51 tow lights. Magnets
are sold individually.
Wt. 3 lb.
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TOWMANS EDGE
Whelen™ Engineering has designed this light bar specifically
for the towing industry. It is 60" long and has four strobe
heads for 360 degree visibility. Both lights have rear LED tail
lights; the work light bar has two work lights while the flasher
light bar has two flashers instead of the work lights.
Whelen™ light bars use an aluminum base to offer a sturdy
rust resistant bar. All of Whelen's parts and pieces are
interchangeable within their product line. All light bars are
supplied with the slide mount brackets with 1/2" mounting
studs. Mounting hardware & installation instructions included.
174001200
174001200F

Work Light Bar
Flasher Light Bar

WORK LIGHT BAR

FLASHER LIGHT BAR

Wt. 42 lb.
Wt. 42 lb.

SIX STROBE TOWMANS EDGE
The six strobe retains the same components as
the work light version of the Towman's edge but
has two additional strobes, giving it four corner
lights, two rear LED tail lights, two work lights,
and two front strobe lights.
Wt. 43 lb.

LIGHT BARS

174003003

EIGHT STROBE BAR
The Whelen™ strobe light bar is similar in appearance to the Towmans Edge, the difference is inside. The bar comes with
eight strobes; four corner strobe lights, two rear LED tail lights, two work lights, and an additional two strobe lights in the front
and two additional strobe lights to the rear. The bar is designed to be controlled separately from the corners to the centers. All
bars come complete with solid 1/2" stud mounts and installation instructions. Measures 60" long x 10" wide x 4" high.
174001201

Wt. 33 lb.

MASTER EDGE
This is the ultimate in full coverage safety lighting. This bar measures a big 72" in length, almost covering the full width
of your large wrecker pylon. The bar comes with ten strobe heads which provide 360 degrees of unobstructed warning
coverage. The ten lights consist of four corner strobe lights, two double work lights, four strobes facing the rear, and two
additional strobes facing forward. The heavy duty power supply is built-in and comes with comet flash. The mounts are
of solid cast construction that have a 1/2" stud protruding from them for a secure mount. As with all of Whelen's™ Edge
series bars, they are built out of tuff aluminum for years of corrosion free service.
174001202
Wt. 52 lb.
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WRECKER SPECIAL
Federal Signal's most popular light bar
and probably one of the most common
light bar in the towing industry. The bar
comes equipped with two 55 watt-90
fpm rotator assembles, two rear facing
flashers, and two stop-turn-tail lamps. The bar measures
53" long x 12" wide x 7-9/16" high. Mounting hardware &
installation instructions included.
124001158

Wt. 45 lb.
JETSTREAM
Federal Signal's sleek looking low profile Jetstream light bar
will improve the appearance of any wrecker or carrier. This
bar measures 60" in length. It comes
equipped with three 50 watt halogen
rotators, 2 stop-turn-tail lights, and 2 rear
flashers. Mounting hardware & installation
instructions included.
174001180

Wt. 34 lb.

LIGHT BARS

JETSTROBE
Federal Signal took the stylish Jetstream light bar and added
strobes to it. The Jetstrobe comes with six or ten strobe heads:
Six Head has one on each end facing outward, two
facing the rear, and two facing
the front. The Ten Head has
two additional strobes on
each side: left, right, fore,
and aft. Both have rear facing
work lights and stop-turn-tail lamps. This bars
measure 60" long x 11-1/4" wide x 5-1/8" high, Mounting
hardware & installation instructions included. Available only in amber.
174001347
174001344

Six Head
Ten Head

Wt. 37 lb.
Wt. 40 lb.

FEDERAL SIGNAL ESCAPE BAR
This light bar features a low profile design that has all of the components you need on those dark nights. Four corner strobes,
rear work lights, S.T.T. Lamps, mounting hardware and installation instructions included.
174001859

4 Strobe w/Work Lights

Wt. 39 lb.
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MX7599AL
This light bar is for big truck owners who want maximum
visibility. This 69" bar comes packed with 4 rotators: 2 100-fpm and 2 95-fpm
and four V-mirrors. It also has four strobe tubes: two facing the front and two facing the
rear, for visibility day or night. There are two front and two rear facing flashers along with two
rear facing work lights. This bar measures 69" long x 12-1/2" wide x 6" high. Mounting hardware &
installation instructions included.
174001301

Wt. 46 lb.

MX 7499 AL

LIGHT BARS

Public Safety has designed the perfect light bar for most
applications. The light bar is divided into upper and lower
sections enabling you to get more out of a light bar by having
more space. This bar comes equipped with 4 rotators, 2 stop-turn-tail
lamps, 2 rear facing work lights, and 2 rear facing flashers. It measures 55" long x
14: wide x 6" high, and is supplied with mounting instructions.
174001392

Wt. 42 lb.

DELUXE CONTROL HEAD
Code 3™ has designed a sleek compact control For the
174001235 Arrow Stik®. It has LED lights that show direction
in addition to a variable speed control. Mounting hardware &
installation instructions included.
174001238
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Wt. 2 lb.

ARROW STIK®
The original Arrow Stik® measuring 47" with a low profile
design with 8 lamps built with a strong aluminum housing.
Light patterns will move from left to right, right to left, center
out and alternating flash. Measures 47" long x 4-3/8" thick x 23/4" high. Mounting hardware & installation instructions
included. This bar includes the basic control head.
174001235

Wt. 19 lb.

MINI EDGE
The Whelan® Mini Edge packs the most visibility for a bar of
its size. It contains four corner strobes, two front, and two rear
facing strobes powered by twin internal power supplies
enabling the vehicle to be seen in every direction. The bar
measures 10" x 28" x 4" and mounts permanently with
adjustable 1/2" studs. Installation instructions are included.
174001203

Wt. 21 lb.

MICRO EDGE
The remote strobe assemblies fit perfectly on pylon wings to
add visibility and complement any light bar. They mount with a
1/2" stud and powered by its own supply unit. The system
includes two light units each with two strobes controlled by a
supplied switch that offers an assortment of flash patterns
and cabling is included.
174001223

Wt. 17 lb.

The beacon is the miniature version of the LP bar. It uses the
same components as the larger LP bar making repair parts
easier to come by. They are equipped with two 50 watt
rotators and a V-mirror. Mounting hardware & installation
instructions included. Measures 15-1/2" long x 7-1/4" wide x
6-3/4" tall.
174001240

Wt. 6 lb.

MOLDED PYLON WINGS
The pylon wings are designed and molded to easily mount
to the side of your light pylon on your heavy duty units. These
stylish wings allow for additional lighting such as beacons,
strobes, or micro strobe bars. The wings are sold in pairs,
and are available in two kits, one for the molded
aerodynamic pylon and one for the standard 3 piece pylon.
(Lights not included)
124002478
124002566

Fits Aerodynamic Pylon
Fits 3 Piece Pylon

Wt. 9 lb.
Wt. 9 lb.

FOLD DOWN LIGHT BRACKET
When your light bar height is preventing you from
entering parking ramps or garages, the fold down
light bracket will provide the solution. This bracket
bolts to your light pylon and light bar and allows the
operator to pull a spring loaded rod to release the
hinged bracket and tip the light bar backwards for
additional clearance.
124001910

Wt. 15 lb.
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LIGHT BRACKET & PYLON WINGS

LP BEACON

RECTANGULAR LIGHT
The rectangular work lights utilize a 4" x
6" bulb for a wider than normal light
pattern. They are in a rubber housing to
prolong bulb life and protect the lens.
Supplied with bulb and mounting
hardware.
174008003

SMALL WORK LIGHT
We are pleased to offer you the
brightest mini work light you will have
ever purchased. These lights project a
wide bright 55 watt pattern and can be
mounted just about anywhere.
Hardware included. Sold in Pairs.
174007998

Wt. 3 lb.

UNITY SPOT LIGHTS
The finest swivel based work
light available. They use a
solid brass swivel base so
corrosion and weather won't
hinder the operation of this
light. A knob is built into the
back of the housing to make
moving the light a snap. There
is also an on/off switch on the housing for remote operation. A
high polished chrome housing make Unity lights look very
nice on any vehicle. Sold individually.

Wt. 1 lb.

FLOOD LIGHTS

124001001

Wt. 5 lb.

ALUMINUM DECK LIGHT
The ultimate in body deck lighting, lights are made from a
rugged sturdy aluminum housing that has a glossy black
finish. This light has a full 360 degree directional capability
via double brass pivoting joints. A solid two bolt mounting
design attaches the base. The back side of the bulb head
has an aluminum handle to make it easier to swivel the light
beam. Supplied with a halogen bulb, the deck lights will give
the brightest and widest light patterns. Sold individually.
174008005

Wt. 7 lb.

AQUA POWER LIGHTS
Light up work area at night for work and safety. Marine grade
lights mount easily through just about any body panel with a
flat surface. The 140,000 candle power sealed beam bulbs
spreads evenly for full illumination. The lights are built to
withstand the elements. May be mounted low on the side of
the body to help get light in hard-to-see situations. Available in
a durable white molded housing that can be painted.
Mounting hardware included. Sold in pairs.
174008001

Wt. 5 lb.

4" WORK LIGHT
The most common rubberized work light, it comes OEM on
most of our vehicles. The 4" rubber housing increases bulb
life and helps protect it. They come complete with 4411 bulb
and mounting hardware.
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0303109

Wt. 1 lb.

ALTERNATING
FLASHER

ELECTRONIC
FLASHER

Magnetically operated
12V flasher. The switch
will flash 75 times a
minute with a 15 AMP
direct current. Meets state requirements
for all service vehicles. Flasher may be
used simultaneously.

Trucklite's® flasher
has solid state
electronics sealed by
epoxy. The flasher
meets DOT requirements. No ground wire
is needed for 17 amps continuous duty.

174010001

174010009

Wt. .25 lb.

1970

Wt. 1 lb.

1911

PAR 46

REPLACEMENT LIGHTS

H9420
H-1

H-3

1195

795 S

W/L

STT
PAR 36 Flood

Whelen® Pencil Tube 6-3/4"

Whelen®

195

Whelen® Pencil Tube 6"

1156

1157

REPLACEMENT BULBS

LIGHT BAR REPLACEMENT BULBS
We stock replacement light bar bulbs for just about every bar
ever used, from the older incandescent bulbs to the new high
tech strobe bulbs.
174009027
795S-MX Series Bulb
174009031
1195 Fed Signal® (Old Style)
174009034
H-1 Fed Signal & MX Series Bulb
174009035
H-3 Fed Signal
174009037 Whelen® Pencil Tube ( 6-3/4" long)
174009038
Whelen® Pencil Tube (6" long)
174001262
Whelen® Twist Lock Work Light
174001263
Whelen® Twist Lock S.T.T. Light
174001911
Whelen® Strobe
174001970
Whelen® Linear Module

64

Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt.25 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

We try to offer you, the customer, the most common and most
popular replacement bulbs used in our industry today. Make
sure you order the correct bulbs.
0300512
174009005
0300503
0300498
0304152
0300700
174009024
174009023

#64 Marker Bulb
#194 Marker Bulb
#1156 Marker Bulb
#1157 Marker Bulb
Par 36-4411 4" Flood Beam
Par 36-4416 4" Spot Beam
Par 46- 4419 6" Flood Beam
#H9420 4" x 6" Halogen

Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. .25 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
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LARGE WRECKER TAIL LAMPS
LARGE WRECKER TAIL LAMPS
Replacement lens housings were specifically designed to fit
the tail board of large wreckers. Each lamp housing utilizes
the twist-in style dual or single filament bulbs. They are
available in either clear, amber or red. Lamps constructed
using rugged PVC material. Fits 1998 - 2001 Century and
Challenger Heavy Duty Wrecker Bodies.

REPLACEMENT LIGHTS

0302542
0302543
0304537

Red (1988 - 2001)
Clear (1988 - 2001)
Amber (1988 - 2001)

Fits from April 2002 - Current Century and Challenger Heavy
Duty Wrecker Body styles.
0306778
0306779

RH Top or LH Bottom
LH Top or RH Bottom

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

Millennium Marker Lights

Peterbilt Style Lights
174027042

Wt. 1 lb.

174027041
174027041R
174027041L
174027041LR

Amber Incandescent
Red Incandescent
Amber LED Incandescent
Red LED Incandescent

LED LIGHTING
These LED lights come complete with rubber grommet and
pigtail.
174027007
174027008
174026099
174027000
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Amber 6" Oval
Red 6" Oval
Amber 4" Round
Red 4" Round

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb. 174027024
174027027
174027018
174027032

Amber 2-1/2" Round
Red 2-1/2" Round
Amber 2" Round
Red 2" Round

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

TURN
SIGNAL

FULL ASSORTMENT OF
STRAPS AND TIEDOWNS
STARTING ON PAGE 1

4" ROUND LIGHTS
ROUND CLEARANCE
These little clearance lights make
perfect additions to your existing light
system. They come complete with
sealed beam, rubber grommet, and pig
tail. Available in red and amber.
174027019
Red 2"
174027022
Amber 2"
174027025
Red 2-1/2"
174027028 Amber 2-1/2"

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

The heavy duty round light kits may be
used to add to your existing light system
or to replace worn out lights. These are
also exact replacements for most
popular wrecker & carrier body lights.
They come complete with sealed beam
light, grommet, and wire. Available in
red and clear.
174027001
174027005

Red
Clear

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

6" OVAL LIGHTS
Light kits are heavy duty sealed beam
construction. They come complete with
light, grommet and wire. These are
exact replacements for most common
applications. Available in red, amber, or
clear. Amber turn signal comes as
shown.
174027009
174027013
174027016
174027014

Red
Amber
Clear
Turn Signal

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

REPLACEMENT LIGHTS

PUSH BUTTON LAMP
These lamps are supplied with a
chrome housing. The lens has a push
button switch in it for easy to use
operation. The lamp comes with a 1156
changeable bulb. Measures 6-1/2" x 15/8".
174027054

Wt. 2 lb.

VULCAN LED TAIL LIGHTS
Available in red and amber these 3" X 5"
LED lights are the same lights currently
being used on the Century 3212 and
Vulcan Heavy Duty Units. (Light only,
grommet & pigtail sold separately)
0307215
0307216

Red
Amber

Wt. 1 lb.
Wt. 1 lb.

ICC LIGHT STRIP
This marker light strip is made out of
steel and utilizes three small sealed
beam lights. Measures 16-1/2" x 1-1/2"
wide and includes wiring.
0300442

Wt. 1 lb.
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FORK LIFT
ATTACHMENT
IDEAL FOR IMPOUND YARDS
ELIMINATES TRANSFER
DAMAGE
QUICKLY ATTACHES OR DETACHES
FROM THE FORKLIFT
HANDLES ALL SIZE CARS

124001811

Wt. 220 lb.

LOW OPERATING COST
DOZENS OF CARS CAN BE
MOVED IN A MATTER OF MINUTES

FORKLIFT ATTACHMENT

Call our parts department for a listing of refurbished winches and hydraulic cylinders.
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A

G

ALUMINUM BLOCKS
ALUMINUM STORAGE BOX
ANCHOR SHACKLES
AUTO LOAD TOW BAR
AUTO LOAD TOW SLING
AXLE STRAP

15
20
6
12
12
4

B
BASIC SWITCH PANELS
BASKET STRAP
BOOM ANGLE INDICATOR
BUMPERS
BUS LIFT SYSTEM

35
1
19
31
20

C
CABLE CLAMPS
CABLE HOOK LATCH
CARRIER TIE DOWN KIT
CARRIER KIT
CARRIER LADDER
CARRIER ROTATION KIT
CARRIER TIE DOWN STRAPS
CHAIN ASSEMBLIES
CHAIN BRIDLES
CHAIN KIT
CHAIN HOOK ADAPTER
CLEVLOK® LATCH
CLUSTER ASSEMBLIES
CLUSTER STRAP ASSEMBLY
COLD SHUT
COMBINATION HITCH
CONVERT-A-BALL

7
11
3
23
25
23
3
9
8
9
16
6
5
3
6
14
14

D
D-RING KIT
DELTA RING STRAP
DOLLIES
DOLLIES ACCESSORIES
DOOR CLOSURE
DOUBLE CLEVIS
DOUBLE HOOK STRAP
DRI-DEK

18
1
26
26, 27
28
6
4
28

E
EAGLE FORK LIFT ATTACHMENT
ENGINE INFO CENTER

48
21

F
FIBERGLASS FLARES
FIFTH WHEEL ADAPTERS
FINGER STRAP
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
FIRST AID KIT
FLAT HOOK STRAP
FLOOD LIGHTS
FOLD DOWN LIGHT BAR BRACKET
FOLDING STEP
FORGED “D” RING
FORGED J-HOOK
FORK ADAPTERS
FOUR POINT CARRIER TIE-DOWN

29
19
1
22
22
1
44
43
28
25
5
16
3

R

GARBAGE CANS
GENERAL LIGHTING
GO-JAK
GRAB HOOKS

23
34
27
7

H
HALF FENDERS
HAMMER LOCK
HANDRAIL

25
6
29

J
J-HOOK ASSEMBLIES
J-HOOK BRIDLES
JERRY CAN
JUMP START KITS

9
8
23
32, 33

K
KING PIN ATTACHMENT
KING PIN PLATE

19
16

L
LASSO STRAP
LATCH HOOK
LATCHES
LEVEL WINDERS
LIFT FORKS
LIGHT BARS
LIGHT BULBS
LOAD BARS
LOAD BINDER

1
7
30
11
16, 17
40, 41, 42, 43
45
38
5

M
MINI FORGED J-HOOK
MOLDED PYLON WINGS
MOTORCYCLE ATTACHEMNT
MOTORCYCLE SLING
MOTORCYCLE STRAP KIT

5
43
12
4
15

N
NYLON STRAP BRIDLES

8

P
PADDLE LATCH
PINTLE HOOK
PINTLE HOOK KIT
PINTLE MOUNT
POLY-COATED BASKET STRAP
PTO CABLES
PUSH BUMPERS

30
14
19
14
2
30
31

Q
QUARTER FENDERS

24, 25

RATCHETS
1
RATCHET ASSEMBLY TIE-DOWN
4
RATCHET ATTACHMENTS
1
RATCHET BINDER (CHAIN)
5
RATCHET STRAP 1”
4
REFELECTOR KIT
22
REPLACEMENT LIGHTS
45, 46, 47
REPLACEMENT TOWELS
20
REVERSE CAMERAS
21
ROLLER GUIDE
11
RUBBER BLOCKS
15
RUBBER FLARE MATERIAL
29

S
SAFETY CHAINS
SAFETY HOOKS
SCOTCH BLOCKS
SHACKLES
SIDE PULL STABILIZER
SIDE PULLERS
SIMULATORS
SNATCH BLOCKS
SNATCH BLOCK LATCHES
SPACER BLOCKS
SPADE ATTACHMENT
SPILL PROOF SPOUT
SPOT LIGHTS
SPRING LIFT BRACKET
STAINLESS STEEL STRIPS
STANDARD BENT HOOK
START KITS
STEERING WHEEL STRAP
STROBE KITS
STORAGE BRACKET
STRAP & RATCHET ASSEMBLY
SWITCH PANELS

9
7
15
29
18
10
28
10, 11
10
25
15
23
44
16
29
5
32, 33
4
35
20
2
36, 37

T
T-HOOK
TIE DOWN STRAP
TIRE SKATES
TOOL BOXES
TOW BALL ADAPTER
TOW BARS
TOWBAR RINGS
TOW LIGHTS &EQUIPMENT
TOW SLING
TRAFFIC CONES
TRAILER BALL ADAPTERS
12V MOTOR & SOLENOID

5
4
22
24
19
13
25
39
13
22
14
30

U-V
UNDERLIFT TIE-DOWN
VULCAN CRADLE STRAP

2
2

W
WASHDOWN SINK KIT
WEDGE SOCKET
WINCH CABLE

20
7
11

